Group cognitive–behavioral therapy in insomnia: a cross-sectional case-controlled study

Background: Group cognitive–behavioral therapy (GCBT) might meet the considerable treatment demand of insomnia, but its effectiveness needs to be addressed.

Participants: This study recruited 27 insomnia patients treated with 16-weeks of zolpidem (zolpidem group), 26 patients treated with 4-weeks of zolpidem and also treated with 12-weeks of GCBT (GCBT group), and 31 healthy control volunteers.

Methods: Before treatment and 16 weeks after intervention, participants were evaluated using the Patient Health Questionnaires (Patient Health Questionnaire-9 [PHQ-9] and Patient Health Questionnaire-15 [PHQ-15]), the Dysfunctional Beliefs and Attitudes about Sleep-16 (DBAS-16), and the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI).

Results: Compared to the zolpidem and healthy control groups, the scale scores of PHQ-9, PHQ-15, DBAS-16 and PSQI were significantly reduced after intervention in the GCBT group. Regarding the score changes, there were correlations between PSQI, DBAS-16, PHQ-9, and PHQ-15 scales in the zolpidem group, but there were limited correlations between PSQI and some DBAS-16 scales in the GCBT group.

Conclusion: Our results indicate that GCBT is effective to treat insomnia by improving sleep quality and reducing emotional and somatic disturbances; thus, the study supports the advocacy of applying group psychotherapy to the disorder.
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Introduction

Insomnia is the most common form of sleep disruption, which principally comprises sustained difficulties in initiating or maintaining sleep. Approximately one-third of the general population have experienced lifelong symptoms of insomnia, and ~6% adults meet the diagnostic criteria for insomnia disorders. Insomnia has its natural remission rate of 54%, and 27% patients have experienced a relapse; however, it contributes to various psychosomatic disorders.

Pharmacotherapy for insomnia has produced reliable improvements in sleep but is mainly intended for short-term use due to its possible addiction, withdrawal and tolerance syndromes and due to its daytime dysfunctional symptoms. The short-term value of pharmacotherapy is contrasted by that of psychotherapy applied in insomnia, for instance, the effect of cognitive–behavioral therapy (CBT). CBT is aimed at changing sleep-related cognitions such as the faulty beliefs and attitudes, to correct the maladaptive sleep habits, and to reduce autonomic and cognitive arousal levels. The therapy has lasting improvements in subjective sleep quality among 70%–80% of patients and supports the hypnotic reduction and withdrawal. It also leads to the modest relief of both physical and psychological symptoms of insomnia, such as pain, depression, and anxiety.
The abovementioned studies were concerning the CBT delivered to individual patients. The CBT practice itself is complicated, time-consuming, and expensive compared to other therapies. Furthermore, the contradiction of high demand of CBT and its short supply hampers its dissemination in treating insomnia. Up to date, pharmacotherapy remains one of the common treatment necessities for insomnia. In the meantime, other derivative CBT methods have been developed and widely accepted in clinics, for instance, online CBT and group CBT (GCBT), both of which have proven effective and time-saving when treating patients with insomnia. While in populations who are not comfortable with Internet use or are living in the regions with poor broadband Internet access, it is hard for the online CBT to disseminate. In this case, the GCBT might have a broader applicability in treating the disorder.

Although GCBT has proven effective in treating insomnia, there are actually many patients who have been treated with, but benefited less, from medication; thus, there is a consistent need for launching both pharmacological and psychological therapies for this population. Similarly in China, it is easier to apply both therapies rather than the psychotherapy alone to insomnia patients. The question however still remains how much insomnia patients, actually those treated with medication, would benefit from the GCBT.

Therefore, we enrolled a group of healthy volunteers and randomly enrolled two groups of insomnia patients treated with a routine hypnotic medication (zolpidem), one group of which also received GCBT. The GCBT we administered was a modification of Morin’s therapy for a group delivery, which was aiming at the restructuring of dysfunctional beliefs and attitudes about sleep and at the reshaping of sleep patterns of patients. We have hypothesized that GCBT improves sleep quality (its latency, duration, and efficiency) and decreases sleep disturbance and daytime physical and psychological dysfunctions of insomnia patients. In addition, we have explored the potential relationships between the dysfunctional beliefs and attitudes, somatic and emotional states, and sleep conditions. In three groups, at two time points of before (baseline) and after the treatment/intervention, or waiting period (for healthy volunteers), we administered the Dysfunctional Beliefs and Attitudes about Sleep-16 (DBAS-16) to measure the dysfunctional beliefs and attitudes about sleep, the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) to measure the sleep quality, the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) to measure the psychological symptoms relating to sleep, and the Patient Health Questionnaire-15 (PHQ-15) to measure the physical symptoms relating to sleep.

Methods
Participants
A total of 53 patients suffering from insomnia were invited to participate in the current study. They were diagnosed according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition, criteria by two experienced psychiatrists (HM and WW, also coauthors of the present article). Similar to the clinical description, almost all patients had received additional diagnoses of depression or anxiety or both, but they were secondary to insomnia. They were randomly divided into two groups: 27 patients (zolpidem group; seven males and 20 females; mean age: 45.04 years with 7.79 SD; age range: 26–67 years) received only zolpidem (10 mg/night; Sanofi S.A., Paris, France) for 16 weeks and 26 patients (GCBT group; four males and 22 females; mean age: 43.27±12.03 years; age range: 25–65 years) received both zolpidem (10 mg/night) and GCBT for the beginning 4 weeks of study and afterward were asked to stop zolpidem (but they might take it when needed) and received GCBT continuously for the next 12 weeks (altogether 16 weeks). The insomnia histories of these patients varied from 7 months to 25 years, and there was no significant difference in histories between the two patient groups (t(1,51)=2.82, p=0.24). No patient had brain lesions according to recent computerized tomography or magnetic resonance imaging scans or had suffered from alcohol abuse or tobacco use or other types of psychiatric disorder.

In all, 31 healthy volunteers (eight males and 23 females; mean age: 43.56±9.92 years; age range: 24–62 years) were recruited from students, hospital staff, and paid volunteers from the general population. They were not suffering or had not suffered from any psychiatric problems, including alcohol or tobacco abuse, or other types of personality disorder, assessed through a semi-structured clinical interview, also by two experienced psychiatrists. All 84 participants had received >10 years of education. No significant difference was found between the three groups regarding age (F[2,81]=0.47, p=0.63, mean square effect [MSE]=47.44), gender (χ²=1.13, p=0.57), or education level (F[2,78]=1.57, p=0.21, MSE=2.06). The study protocol was approved by the Mental Health Center of The Seventh People’s Hospital, and all participants provided their written informed consent to partake in the current study.

Group cognitive–behavioral therapy
The healthy volunteers received no medication or psychotherapy during the study period. The leading author (HM) and colleagues delivered both GCBT and zolpidem therapies.
to patients. The GCBT program was structured into eight sessions that were held fortnightly (every 2 weeks), each session lasting for 2 hours. Six to eight participants formed a small group to attend the sessions. Each session had a particular focus, and the therapist (HM) and nurses delivered some specific techniques or skills. For standardizing GCBT procedure, all steps strictly followed a written manual (Table S1). Briefly, the sleep hygiene education emphasized the intra- and interindividual differences regarding the sleep demands at different ages. The psychoeducation included sleep-related cognition, behavior, and emotion and their management. The education courses included the comparisons between clinically defined and self-diagnosed insomnia, varied causes of insomnia (food, alcohol, stimulants, medication for other purposes), and management of inappropriate behaviors relating to sleep feedbacks (sleep and bed, bedtime restriction, and food–water–substance intake), some of which were controlled/assessed through electroencephalogram and other biotechniques and mood (anxiety and depression) controls. The psychoeducation helped patients to get rid of misunderstandings about insomnia, to behave appropriately, to neutralize fluctuating emotions, to (self-) check the results, and to reduce insomnia relapse. For bedtime control, participants were asked to keep awake during the daytime, without any napping; before going to bed, they were asked to avoid using cigarettes, wine, caffeine, or other substances and to avoid participating in exciting or sentimental activities; when lying in bed, they were asked to avoid spending much time talking, telephoning, Internet using, or thinking (ie, the function of bed is only for sleeping; an individual might go to bed only when he/she is sleepy, otherwise, gets up and does the things he is busy with).

**Questionnaires**

Before (baseline) and after the treatment/intervention, or waiting period (for healthy volunteers), participants were asked to complete the following four questionnaires in a quiet room under supervision of a member of the current author group.

**PHQ-9**

PHQ-9\(^5\) is a screening instrument with nine items to measure the depressive mood relating to sleep. For each item, patients were asked to assess how much they were bothered by the symptoms over the last 2 weeks using a Likert scale: 0 – not at all, 1 – several days, 2 – >7 days, and 3 – nearly every day. The higher score indicates more severe depression. Its internal reliability (the Cronbach’s alpha) was 0.80 in the present study.

**PHQ-15**

PHQ-15\(^6\) comprises 15 items measuring somatic symptoms relating to sleep, which account for >90% of the physical or somatic complaints reported in the outpatient setting. Each symptom is scored from 0 (not bothered at all) to 2 (bothered a lot), with a higher score indicating more severe somatic symptoms. Its internal reliability was 0.89 in the present study.

**DBAS-16**

DBAS-16\(^2\) is a 16-item self-report questionnaire designed to identify and assess various sleep-related cognitions, consisting of four subscales: consequence of insomnia (five items), worrying about sleep (six items), sleep expectations (two items), and medication attribution (three items). Each item (statement) is rated using a Likert scale, from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), with a higher score indicating more severe dysfunctional beliefs and attitudes. Its internal reliability was 0.80 in the present study.

**PSQI**

PSQI\(^2\) typically measures the subjective sleep quality and disturbances during the previous month. The questionnaire consists of 19 questions of self-assessment and five questions rated by the bed partner or roommate. The 19 items are grouped into seven scales: subjective sleep quality (one item), sleep latency (two items), sleep duration (one item), habitual sleep efficiency (three items), sleep disturbances (nine items), use of sleeping medication (one item), and daytime dysfunction (two items). Each item is rated using a Likert scale from 0 to 3, with a higher score indicating worse sleep quality. Its internal reliability was 0.70 in the present study.

**Statistical analyses**

The changes in the scale score of the four questionnaires were defined as their differences before and after the conditioned situation, for instance, intervention/treatment or waiting period (ie, baseline minus conditioned). Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied to the baseline scores of seven PSQI or the five DBAS-16 scales and their changes in three groups of participants. One-way ANOVA was applied to the baseline scores of PHQ-9 and PHQ-15 and their changes in three groups of participants. Whenever a significant main effect was found, post hoc analysis by the least significant difference (LSD) test was used to evaluate between-group differences. When exploring the relationship between the insomnia history and the score changes in PHQ-9, PHQ-15, DBAS-16, and PSQI, we used the Pearson linear correlation test. A p-value <0.05 was considered to be significant.
Results
Baseline scale scores
There were significant differences in scale scores of all measures between the three groups regarding PHQ-9 (F [2, 81] =15.70, p<0.001, MSE =336.27), PHQ-15 (F [2, 81] =13.36, p<0.001, MSE =144.38), DBAS-16 (group effect, F [2, 81] =9.59, p<0.001, MSE =255.27; scale effect, F [4, 79] =498.93, p<0.001, MSE =3,994.14; group X scale interaction effect, F [8, 75] =15.38, p<0.001, MSE =123.09), and PSQI (group effect, F [2, 81] =72.62, p<0.001, MSE =109.23; scale effect, F [6, 77] =13.29, p<0.001, MSE =12.06; group X scale interaction effect, F [12, 71] =5.62, p<0.001, MSE =5.10). The healthy control group scored significantly lower on these scales than the two patient groups did (Table 1).

However, when the two patient groups were compared, there were no significant differences on the scale scores regarding PHQ-9 (t=0.57, p=0.57), PHQ-15 (t=0.92, p=0.36), DBAS-16 (group effect, F [1, 51] =3.93, p=0.053, MSE =55.93; scale effect, F [4, 48] =488.76, p<0.001, MSE =3,468.70; group X scale interaction effect, F [4, 48] =0.502, p=0.64, MSE =3.56), or PSQI (group effect, F [1,51]=0.15, p=0.07, MSE =0.32; scale effect, F [6, 46]=13.80, p<0.001, MSE =18.48; group X scale interaction effect, F [6, 46]=0.42, p=0.78, MSE =0.56; Table 1).

Changes in scale score
Three participant groups (healthy volunteers, zolpidem patients, and GCBT patients) had statistically different PHQ-9 score changes (F [2, 81]=3.30, p<0.05, MSE =61.88), with those in the GCBT (p<0.05, 95% confidence interval [CI] = [0.34–4.92]) and the zolpidem (p<0.05, 95% CI = [0.12–4.65]) groups higher than that in the healthy controls. Three groups also had statistically different PHQ-15 score changes (F [2, 81]=3.14, p<0.05, MSE =22.72), with those in the GCBT group higher than those in healthy controls (p<0.05, 95% CI = [0.36–3.21]).

There were statistically significant differences on DBAS-16 score changes between three groups (group effect, F [2, 81]=17.93, p<0.001, MSE =240.66; scale effect, F [4, 79]=19.40, p<0.001, MSE =108.22; group X scale interaction effect, F [8, 75]=5.72, p<0.001, MSE =31.89). The GCBT group reported significantly higher changes than the healthy (p<0.001, 95% CI = [1.85–3.79]) and zolpidem (p<0.001, 95% CI = [1.20–3.20]) groups did. In addition, there were statistically significant differences in PSQI score changes between the three groups (group effect, F [2, 81]=11.99, p<0.001, MSE =14.87; scale effect, F [6, 77]=1.84, p=0.11, MSE =1.25; group X scale interaction effect, F [12, 71]=1.61, p=0.11, MSE =1.10). The GCBT group reported significantly higher changes than the healthy (p<0.001, 95% CI = [0.32–0.77]) and zolpidem (p<0.01, 95% CI = [0.12–0.58]) groups did (Table 2).

Relationships between changes in scale score
In the healthy control group, we did not find any correlations between score changes in PSQI and other inventory scales. There was no relationship between insomnia history and changes in the scale score of a given inventory in the two patient groups. In the zolpidem group, the score change in worrying about sleep of DBAS-16 was positively correlated with that of sleep latency of PSQI (r=0.38, p<0.05), and daytime dysfunction (r=0.46, p<0.05) of PSQI. In the GCBT group, the score change in worrying about sleep of DBAS-16 was positively correlated with that of sleep latency of PSQI (r=0.45, p<0.05), sleep disturbances (r=0.55, p<0.05), and daytime dysfunction (r=0.46, p<0.05) of PSQI. The score change in PHQ-15 was positively correlated with sleep disturbances (r=0.38, p<0.05), use of sleeping medication (r=0.56, p<0.05), and daytime dysfunction (r=0.56, p<0.05) of PSQI. In the GCBT group, the score change in worrying about sleep of DBAS-16 was positively correlated with that of sleep latency of PSQI (r=0.53, p<0.05).

Table 1 Scale scores of the PHQ-9, PHQ-15, DBAS-16, and PSQI questionnaires from the GCBT (n=26), zolpidem (n=27), and healthy control (n=31) groups before intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>GCBT</th>
<th>Zolpidem</th>
<th>Healthy controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHQ-9</td>
<td>7.3±1.58</td>
<td>6.4±1.55</td>
<td>1.0±1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ-15</td>
<td>5.73±4.40</td>
<td>4.78±3.00</td>
<td>1.48±2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBAS-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequence of insomnia</td>
<td>18.42±3.38</td>
<td>16.74±2.75</td>
<td>14.58±4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worrying about sleep</td>
<td>22.46±4.38</td>
<td>21.44±4.30</td>
<td>15.32±5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep expectations</td>
<td>7.42±1.79</td>
<td>6.67±1.94</td>
<td>4.48±2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication attribution</td>
<td>8.65±1.96</td>
<td>8.00±1.44</td>
<td>7.84±2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSQI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective sleep quality</td>
<td>1.77±0.82</td>
<td>1.67±0.83</td>
<td>0.39±0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep latency</td>
<td>1.88±1.11</td>
<td>2.07±0.92</td>
<td>0.71±0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep duration</td>
<td>1.38±1.17</td>
<td>1.41±1.22</td>
<td>0.29±0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual sleep efficiency</td>
<td>1.63±1.36</td>
<td>1.67±1.24</td>
<td>0.13±0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep disturbances</td>
<td>1.81±0.75</td>
<td>1.62±0.49</td>
<td>0.94±0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of sleeping medication</td>
<td>2.50±1.03</td>
<td>2.41±1.18</td>
<td>0.13±0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime dysfunction</td>
<td>1.12±0.82</td>
<td>0.81±0.79</td>
<td>0.45±0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *p<0.05 vs healthy control group. Data presented as mean ± SD.

Abbreviations: DBAS-16, Dysfunctional Beliefs and Attitudes about Sleep-16; GCBT, group cognitive-behavioral therapy; PHQ-9, Patient Health Questionnaire-9; PHQ-15, Patient Health Questionnaire-15; PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index.
was positively correlated with that of subjective sleep quality of PSQI (n=26, r=0.41, p<0.05), and the score change in medication attribution of DBAS-16 was positively correlated with that of daytime dysfunction of PSQI (r=0.44, p<0.05).

### Discussion

Zolpidem treatment helped our GCBT patients receive psychoeducation during the first 4 weeks, and as a medication control, its effect contrasted to that of GCBT for the remaining 12 weeks. For instance, insomnia patients have shown significant scale score decrements of PHQ-9, PHQ-15, DBAS-16, and PSQI after GCBT. Our results were consistent with the documentation that CBT intervention played a role in altering the dysfunctional beliefs and attitudes about sleep, improving the subjective sleep quality, as well as lowering the somatic and emotional problems in patients.18–20

Previous results have shown that poor sleep was linked with depressive mood and somatic symptoms,14,31 which supports our finding that insomnia patients scored higher in PHQ-9 and PHQ-15 in the current study. Our patients in the GCBT group displayed significant reductions in these scales after intervention, which was also consistent with the suggestion that the sleep improvement enhanced physical and mental health conditions.13,14 Other investigations have shown that better sleep leads to improvements in emotional processing, affect normalizing,32,33 as well as leads to improvements in pain management,13 which also agrees with the score reduction after GCBT in our study.

The insomnia patients endorsed stronger dysfunctional beliefs and attitudes about sleep than the self-defined good sleepers,13,36 as the higher DBAS-16 scale scores were found in our patients. It has been hypothesized that when insomniacs hold strongly unrealistic expectations about sleep, they tend to worry excessively when such requirements are not met.37 The GCBT applied in the current study helped to restructure the sleep cognitions and reshape the sleep-related behaviors to alter the dysfunctional beliefs and attitudes about sleep in patients. Previous results have shown that when the unrealistic expectations were lowered, the level of worrying about sleep was normalized.36 Similarly, the use of medication was reduced in patients as well; our current findings were thus in line with these reports.

Patients with insomnia scored higher on almost all PSQI scales, which was consistent with previous psychotherapy studies.18–38 After GCBT, the subjective sleep quality of PSQI was significantly improved in patients, which was consistent with previous reports.29–31 Consequently, the sleep improvement experience might contribute to the reduction in sleep disturbances and to less dependence on hypnotics; thus, our patients reported improved habitual sleep efficacy and less sleeping medication usage after GCBT. Regarding the aspects of sleep latency and habitual sleep efficiency of PSQI, their improvements after GCBT in our study were also in line with the previous notion of the psychotherapy effect for insomnia.40

### Table 2

Mean scale scores (mean ± SD) after 16 weeks (in parentheses) and their changes (baseline minus conditioned, immediately after parentheses) in the PHQ-9, PHQ-15, DBAS-16, and PSQI questionnaires from the GCBT (n=26), zolpidem (n=27), and healthy control (n=31) groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>GCBT</th>
<th>Zolpidem</th>
<th>Healthy controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHQ-9</td>
<td>(4.58±4.69)</td>
<td>(3.93±3.56)</td>
<td>(0.94±1.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ-15</td>
<td>(3.88±3.74)</td>
<td>(4.07±4.04)</td>
<td>(1.42±2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBAS-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequence of insomnia</td>
<td>(14.8±4.23)</td>
<td>(15.96±3.13)</td>
<td>(14.62±3.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worrying about sleep</td>
<td>(17.62±5.56)</td>
<td>(19.22±3.38)</td>
<td>(15.37±5.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep expectations</td>
<td>(6.01±2.08)</td>
<td>(6.57±2.13)</td>
<td>(4.22±2.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication attribution</td>
<td>(7.65±1.81)</td>
<td>(8.56±1.67)</td>
<td>(7.68±3.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSQI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective sleep quality</td>
<td>(1.04±0.72)</td>
<td>(1.22±0.58)</td>
<td>(0.39±0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep latency</td>
<td>(1.46±0.95)</td>
<td>(1.89±0.85)</td>
<td>(0.71±0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep duration</td>
<td>(1.15±1.01)</td>
<td>(1.33±1.07)</td>
<td>(0.29±0.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual sleep efficiency</td>
<td>(0.69±1.05)</td>
<td>(1.37±1.21)</td>
<td>(0.13±0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep disturbances</td>
<td>(1.3±0.55)</td>
<td>(1.48±0.58)</td>
<td>(0.94±0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeping medication use</td>
<td>(1.73±1.43)</td>
<td>(2.48±1.12)</td>
<td>(0.13±0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime dysfunction</td>
<td>(0.85±0.83)</td>
<td>(0.48±0.89)</td>
<td>(0.42±0.62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *p<0.05 vs healthy control group. †p<0.05 vs zolpidem group. Data presented as mean ± SD.

Abbreviations: DBAS-16, Dysfunctional Beliefs and Attitudes about Sleep-16; GCBT, group cognitive–behavioral therapy; PHQ-9, Patient Health Questionnaire-9; PHQ-15, Patient Health Questionnaire-15; PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index.
In our study, the correlations found between the scale score changes in PSQI and other inventories in the zolpidem group were in line with those reports showing that the depressive mood, somatic symptoms, and the altered beliefs and attitudes contributed to poor sleep.3,35,41 After GCBT, the cognitive components about sleep were restructured and the mood and somatic functions were normalized; the significant correlations were thus confined to the two between DBAS-16 and PSQI scales. The outcomes still pointed to the importance of belief and attitude improvements in sleep recovery, as demonstrated previously.29,37,40

One should also notice the limitations of our study design. First, our study does not belong to a typical longitudinal design; the inventory assessments were only taken at two time points. It remains unknown whether the GCBT effect would last for a longer period. Second, there are other effective ways to measure psychological or somatic disturbances in insomnia besides the PHQ-9 and PHQ-15. For instance, the psychopathology of insomnia is the presleep cognitive and somatic hyperarousal levels;42 questionnaires such as the Pre-sleep Arousal Scale43 might be more relevant. Third, our study lacks control groups such as the waiting-list (or sham psychotherapy) patients or those treated with both zolpidem and GCBT; the current psychotherapeutic effect needs further confirmation. Fourth, we did not measure the personality traits of our participants, which might influence the current results. Fifth, the GCBT group had received 4 weeks of zolpidem; whether the medication had influenced the later-on effect of GCBT was unknown. Nevertheless, we have demonstrated the GCBT effectiveness in insomnia, which supports the advocacy of applying CBT to sleep and related disorders.16,17,30
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## Supplementary material

### Table S1 Summary of the manual of group cognitive–behavioral therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course and theme</th>
<th>Therapist’s role</th>
<th>Patient’s role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Insomnia self-management (I)  | T1.1. Demonstrate the role of self-management and the power of teamwork  
T1.2. Guide patients to establish a team contract | P1.1. Introduce self  
P1.2. Join a team by a contract  
P1.3. Set goals for the following 2 weeks |
| 2. Insomnia self-management (II) | T2.1. Demonstrate the role and the meaning of positive action  
T2.2. Deliver techniques and skills of sleep self-monitoring and time management | P2.1. Feedback what has been accomplished according to goals set during the last course  
P2.2. Set goals for the following 2 weeks |
| 3. Misunderstanding of insomnia  | T3.1. Evaluate the therapy effect of the previous 4 weeks  
T3.2. Deliver the knowledge of sleep hygiene and sleep energy  
T3.3. Demonstrate the effects of medication/drugs and alcohol on sleep | P3.1. Feedback what has been accomplished according to goals set during the last course  
P3.2. Brainstorm for realizing some misunderstandings of insomnia  
P3.3. Set goals for the following 2 weeks |
| 4. Positive behavior training    | T4.1. Demonstrate roles of aerobic exercise and positive interpersonal communication and interests on sleep | P4.1. Feedback what has been accomplished according to goals set during last course  
P4.2. Set goals for the following 2 weeks |
| 5. Relaxation therapy            | T5.1. Demonstrate the role of relaxation  
T5.2. Guide patients doing relaxation training | P5.1. Feedback what has been accomplished according to goals set during the last course  
P5.2. Do some relaxation training, eg, abdominal respiration, progressive muscle relaxation, and guided imagination  
P5.3. Set goals for the following 2 weeks |
T6.2. Deliver techniques of how to operate programmed theoretical knowledge | P6.1. Feedback what has been accomplished according to goals set during the last course  
P6.2. Discuss techniques to minimize negative thoughts  
P6.3. Set goals for the following 2 weeks |
| 7. Physical treatment            | T7.1. Feedback through electroencephalogram  
T7.2. Feedback with visible music | P7.1. Feedback what has been accomplished according to goals set during the last course  
P7.2. Set goals for the following 2 weeks |
| 8. Sleep self-efficiency improvement | T8.1. Emphasize the importance of the repeated therapy  
T8.2. Deliver techniques to prevent insomnia relapse | P8.1. Feedback what has been accomplished according to goals set during the last course  
P8.2. Get in touch with team members in the future |

**Notes:** Each session lasted for 2 weeks; sleep hygiene practices included diet, exercise, and environmental preparations.